Growing Vocabulary from the “ROOTS” Up!
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Thirty-two Entry and Exit Tickets/Flash Cards to review Greek and Latin Roots

By Belinda Wells and Committee
Circle the correct meaning of the root.

The root word "dict" means:
A self
B auto
C hard
D say

The root word "duc" means:
A chicken, duck
B lead, make
C cow, sheep
D one, two

The root word "gen" means:
A give birth
B drink
C study
D drive

The root word "bene" means:
A floor
B good
C fast
D bone

The root word "bio" means:
A life
B love
C divide
D food

The root word "chrono" means:
A time
B robot
C silver
D hand

The root word "ast" means:
A run
B animal
C food
D star

The root word "audi" means:
A car
B hear
C light
D sun
Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "auto" means:
A self  
B swing  
C vegetable  
D light

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "duc" means:
A chicken, duck  
B lead, make  
C cow, sheep  
D one, two

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "gen" means:
A give birth  
B drink  
C study  
D drive

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "bene" means:
A floor  
B good  
C fast  
D bone

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "bio" means:
A life  
B love  
C divide  
D food

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "chrono" means:
A time  
B robot  
C silver  
D hand

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "ast" means:
A run  
B animal  
C food  
D star

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "audi" means:
A car  
B hear  
C light  
D sun

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "dict" means:
A self  
B auto  
C hard  
D say
Circle the correct meaning of the root.

The root word "mend" or "mand" means:

A. order
B. man
C. sport
D. play

The root word "mis" or "mit" means:

A. fly
B. send
C. kick
D. fall

The root word "geo" means:

A. baby giraffe
B. earth
C. car
D. expression

The root word "log" or "logue" means:

A. wood
B. thought
C. tree
D. paper

The root word "luc" means:

A. light
B. lucky
C. milk
D. lace

The root word "man" means:

A. boy
B. foot
C. shoe
D. hand

The root word "jur" or "jus" means:

A. law
B. jar
C. joke
D. juice

The root word "omni" or "peri" means:

A. twins
B. one
C. all
D. eight

The root word "graph" means:

A. laugh
B. spoon
C. table
D. write
Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "mend" or "mand" means:
A order
B man
C sport
D play

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "mis" or "mit" means:
A fly
B send
C kick
D fall

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "omni" or "peri" means:
A twins
B one
C all
D eight

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "log" or "logue" means:
A wood
B thought
C tree
D paper

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "luc" means:
A light
B lucky
C milk
D lace

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "man" means:
A boy
B foot
C shoe
D hand

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "geo" means:
A baby giraffe
B earth
C car
D expression

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "graph" means:
A laugh
B spoon
C table
D write

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "jur" or "jus" means:
A law
B jar
C joke
D juice

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "graph" means:
A laugh
B spoon
C table
D write

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "geo" means:
A baby giraffe
B earth
C car
D expression

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "luc" means:
A light
B lucky
C milk
D lace

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "man" means:
A boy
B foot
C shoe
D hand

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "geo" means:
A baby giraffe
B earth
C car
D expression

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "luc" means:
A light
B lucky
C milk
D lace
Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "scrib" or "script" means:
A game  B crib  C wash  D write

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "sens" or "sent" means:
A sight  B feel  C sentence  D coin

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "tele" means:
A far off  B tally  C photo  D telephone

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "photo" means:
A light  B picture  C selfie  D vine

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "port" means:
A ship  B country  C carry  D city

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "qui" means:
A quiet, rest  B quilt  C four  D playful

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "path" means:
A trail  B feel  C trip  D anger

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "phil" means:
A cup  B fill  C name  D love

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word "phone" means:
A light  B talk  C sound  D car
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Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.

The root word "phone" means:
A light
B talk
C sound
D car

The root word "phil" means:
A cup
B fill
C name
D love

The root word "path" means:
A trail
B feel
C trip
D anger

The root word "qui" means:
A quiet, rest
B quilt
C four
D playful

The root word "port" means:
A ship
B country
C carry
D city

The root word "photo" means:
A light
B talk
C sound
D car

The root word "scrib" or "script" means:
A game
B crib
C wash
D write

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.

The root word "sens" or "sent" means:
A sight
B feel
C sentence
D coin

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.

The root word "tele" means:
A far off
B tally
C photo
D telephone
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Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.

The root word "terr" means:
A  earth
B  scared
C  rip
D  cry

The root word "vac" means:
A  shot
B  run
C  vase
D  empty

The root word "vis" or "vid" means:
A  bright
B  see
C  pen
D  vitamin

The root word "aqua" means:
A  earth
B  empty
C  water
D  vitamin

The root word "hydr" means:
A  cry
B  scared
C  shot
D  water
Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word “terr” means:
A earth
B scared
C rip
D cry

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word “vac” means:
A shot
B run
C vase
D empty

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word “vis” or “vid” means:
A bright
B see
C pen
D vitamin

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word “hydr” means:
A cry
B scared
C shot
D water

Entry or Exit Ticket
Circle the correct meaning of the root.
The root word “aqua” means:
A earth
B empty
C water
D vitamin
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